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Summary

This Exploration Permit was transferred to me from Mr Brian Hennessy, the original applicant
upon grant of the tenement to him.

Mr. Hennessy was unable to undertake the work he had proposed due to unforeseen work
commitments. As I had knowledge of the work areas previous history regarding opal that had
occurred within this region I was interested in this EPM area and subsequently transferred to me.

The area had been quite heavily opalised, this was obvious as the many workings within this area
had exposed quantities of opalised materials including gem grade opal.

This was evident in discussions held with previous and current tenement holders within the area
that could be contacted - B Hennessy ML ,Hubers ML non-current, G Morris ML and
information attained on old workings- Shaft Gully- circa 1900 ( Len Cram- A Journey with Colour)
had produced Pipe opal which had formed on or within the clay level.

This EPM lies within an area identified on the Department of Natural Resources and Mines,
Geoscience Data sets that proposes that the area had potential for opalisation.

The opal types that are generally sought are boulder opal, which sometimes forms inside an
ironstone concretion (boulder) which sometimes forms cavities for any potential opal to deposit
and pipe opal which had formed on or within a sandstone or clay level either as free opal in small
tubular nodules encased within a thin ironstone band on an ironstone band level.

The pipe opal in the area can be rather deep at up to 25metres and was not sought due to the
commercial costs of extracting this material by open cut methods of testing,

Unlike opal deposited in Coober Pedy SA and Grawin, Sheepyards in Lightning Ridge NSW.
which occur as continuous seams, the forms of opal generally found in Queensland, Boulder and
Pipe are generally intermittently deposited throughout paleo system sandstones within the Winton
Formation.

My opinion that undertaking drilling to discover the Queensland forms of opalised material is
impractical given this fact, however may have potential to assist map the Paleo systems where
the to the restrictive costs.

The main method used to identify areas for testing was, visually prospecting both old workings
and virgin country within this EPM.



...,. ;:..... These areas located were mechanically tested using a Sumitamo 40 ton excavator to dig pits.

Although no gem grade opal had been located, quantities of "potch" a non-precious form of opal
and potch and colour had been discovered in two locations.

The restrictive nature of testing that may be carried out on EPM, (regulated by the both the
Department of Mines (NR&M) and the EPA) to actually prove that this resource, inhibited this
exploration program to actually prove the ground beyond doubt, however, given the quantities of
non -precious opal that has been discovered in test holes conducted and surrounding deposits it
is of my opinion that it is more likely than not that these deposits will lead to a commercial
resource of gem grade opal.

Therefore I have speculated that given the evidence from both my own testing and information
obtained that I am certain the area will contain gem grade opal and commercial opal worth
mining.

This has resulted in the pegging of ML 60391 and ML 60378 which are currently awaiting grant.

As this EPM was subject to Cultural Heritage conditions as per the Boonthamurra Un-
overlapped ILUA the areas designated as Proposed Work Areas were identified and
inspected in accordance with this ILUA
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Introduction

Final Report EPM 12394

Date of Grant 07/05/04

Date of Expiry 06/05/05

Assignment of Tenure B. Hennnessy to J.J. Schwerin on the

Block Identification Numbers COOP 2075

Sub-blocks D and J

Location Map

General description 35 kilometres NINW of Eromanga

Exploration Rational As per Summary Report

Activity Report

Area 1

Areas identified are identified by Global Positioning System (GPS)
Datum setting for GPS is AGD 66

Location 1 S 26021" 20'.0
E 142053" 33'. 0

Visual prospecting identified alluvial opal trace.
Old workings were situated within a hundred metres to the North
Six pits were excavated in the general vicinity of this area using an excavator.
Underlying host sandstones of between two (2) to four (4) metres deep
Host Boulders were intermittently present
Shallow (2.0 metre) clay level between 2 and 4metres
No opal traces were found
Pits were backfilled and restored in accordance with the Environmental Authority

/

Conclusion: - Although the testing did not yield any commercial grade opal, the area
certainly lies within a paleo system with the boulder host rock.
Given the proximity of old workings that had produced gem grade Opal this area has
been included in lease application ML 60378
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Area 2

Location 2 S 26021" 03'.1
E 142053" 12'.9

Visual prospecting identified alluvial opal trace.
Old workings were situated within 20 metres of this site
2 pits were excavated in the general vicinity of this area using an excavator.
Underlying host sandstones of between two (2) to four (4) metres deep
Host Boulders were present in multiple levels throughout this site
Shallow (2.0 metre) clay level between 2 and 4metres
Opal traces were located in some of the boulders
Pits were backfilled and restored in accordance with the Environmental Authority

Conclusion: -Although the testing did not yield any commercial grade opal, the area
certainly lies within a paleo system with the boulder host rock and traces of gem grade
and potch opals
Given the proximity of old workings that had produced gem grade opal, this area has
been included in lease application ML 60378

Location 3 S 26021"01'.0
E 142053" 25'. 9

Visual prospecting identified alluvial opal trace.
Extensive unrestored previous workings were situated directly around this of site
A pit was extended from this un-rehabilitated site using an excavator and bulldozer

The upper level of the location was an altered clay level approximately 2-3 meters thick.
Underlying host sandstones of between five (5) to seven (7) metres deep hosted multiple
boulder levels throughout this site most of which carried gem trace or potch

These testings that were conducted have been restored so that the area was safe for man
and stock.

Conclusion: - Although the testing did not yield any commercial grade opal, the area
certainly lies within a pale system with the boulder host rock and ample traces of gem
grade and potch opal

Given the proximity of old workings that had produQedgem grade opal, this area has also
been included in lease application ML 60378 and is probably the most potential feature of
this application
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Location 4 S 26021" 48'. 6
E 142053" 25'. 9

Visual prospecting identified alluvial opal trace.
Extensive unrestored previous workings were situated directly around this of site

Four (4) pits were tested in the general vicinity of this site using an excavator

The upper level of the location was an altered clay level approximately 1-2 meters thick.
Underlying host sandstones of between two (2) to four (4) metres deep, hosted infrequent
boulder levels.
Insignificant potch trace was located

These testings that were conducted have been restored so that the area was safe for man
and stock.

Conclusion: -Although the testing did not yield any commercial grade opal, the area
certainly lies within a paleo system with boulder host rock and traces of potch opal

Given the proximity of old workings that had produced gem grade opal, this area has also
been included in lease application ML 60378.

Area ML 60391.( see attached map)

Whilst no mechanical testing had been conducted (due to the impeding expiry of this
EPM) within the area that is now the application area ofML 60391, visual prospecting
within the boundaries of this application was conducted during this Exploration permit.

Gem trace and potch and colour were located throughout the site that has extensive un-
rehabilitated old workings, which allowed visual inspection of these workings.

The area appears to lay within a paleo system with good deposition of trace opal lying in
situ in boulders that were exposed in the face of the cuts.

This has enticed me to speculate that there is still great potential for this area to produce
commercial grades of opal, hence I have pegged the area of interest in ML 60391.
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